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A-10 STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE OPERATIONS

The Strike Team/Task Force has become an effective tool in the emergency management of
incidents of all types. The use of Strike Teams/or Task Force enables the responsible jurisdiction
to make incident assignments on a team basis. Fire apparatus and crews, with a team leader,
arrive as a team, work as a team, and are released or reassigned as a team.

Duties and Responsibilities

The Strike Team/Task Force Leader selected to command the strike team should be an
experienced chief officer, knowledgeable in both structural and wildland fire control. Personnel
responding to a Forest Agency or Master Mutual Aid request for overhead positions shall meet the
training requirements established for the ICS position to be filled (STEN). Strike Team/Task Force
leader shall meet all requirements outline within the (CICCS) system.

A list of certified Strike Team/Task Force Leader shall be maintain by the Operational Area Fire
and Rescue Coordinator’s dispatch center.

The Strike Team/Task Force Leader is responsible for:

1. Overall safety and condition of the strike team, personnel and equipment.

2. Movement of the strike team traveling to and returning from the emergency.

3. Operational deployment of the strike team at the incident, as directed by the Incident
Commander, or other member of the Incident Management Team.

4. Familiarity with strike team operations, including assembling, responding, and directing
the actions of the assigned units, keeping the team accounted for at all times. Provide a
briefing which should include: introductions, incident information, expected conduct,
obtain apparatus capabilities.

5. Assembling the units at the incident if the strike team is dispatched on an Initial Attack
basis.

6. Contacting the OES AREP for assistance with problems encountered on the incident,
including mechanical, operational, or logistical issues.

7. Ensuring your vehicle has adequate communication capability. (Firescope Field
Operations Guide, ICS 420-1, Appendix A)

8. The safety of all personnel and apparatus during a deployment. This includes; emergency
operations, while in staging areas, mobilization center, and when returning to home
jurisdiction.

9. Maintaining positive public relations for the incident, the agencies represented on your
strike team/task force, and the California Fire Service.
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10. At time of response you may be requested to respond directly to a Division/Group
supervisor for active fireline assignment. As soon as possible the strike team leader
should obtain a briefing for the Division/Group Supervisor.

11. Investigate and document any and all damage to equipment and apparatus. Provide a
written report of findings to agency involved. Report and document all injuries sustained
on the assignment.

Simply stated, the Strike Team/Task Force Leader must have the capability and experience for
managing, coordinating, and directing the actions of fire companies at a wide variety of
emergency situations. This includes maintaining all required records, and ensuring the logistical
needs of all personnel are met during the entire activation of the strike team/task force.

A strike team/task force should include a strike team/task force leader trainee as a reimbursable
member of the unit. The trainee will be covered under the strike team/task force order-request
number and will only be identified on a separate OES F-42 when from a different agency than the
strike team/task force leader.

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

The strike team/task force leader will receive instructions at the time of dispatch by the
Communication Center. Information should consist of the following:

I. INCIDENT ASSIGNMENT

A. Incident Name, and Type

B. Incident Order Number

C. Request Number

D. Reporting Location and Travel Route

E. Obtain Strike Team Number

DO NOT CHANGE OR ALTER THIS NUMBER: it is yours from the beginning to
the end of this period of mobilization

F. Communication Frequencies
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II. RESPONSE MODE

The Requesting Agency should determine whether a Code-3 response is necessary.

For INITIAL ATTACK or IMMEDIATE NEED a Code-3 response is generally warranted
for response within an Operational Area or to an adjacent Operational Area to
PROTECT LIFE OR PROPERTY imminently threatened by the event.

If the assignment is a PLANNED NEED and will not begin until the next operational
period, or a designated time subsequent to the next period, it will be determined how
much time is needed for the resources to prepare and respond, and whether they will
assemble at an established rendezvous point or at the incident. This will in turn
determine the departure time of the resources. It is desirable for the resources to
assemble and be briefed by the Strike Team/Task Force leader prior to arriving at the
incident.

MODE TIME FRAME LOCATION OF INCIDENT

INITIAL ATTACK Instantly or as quickly as * Closest Appropriate mutual aid
Usually a Code-3 possible resources within operational area
response for protection or adjacent operational area.
of life and property

* Resources will normally rendezvous
at the incident.

IMMEDIATE NEED Instantly or as quickly as * Heartland resources (usually found on
May or May not be a Possible rotation list) respond.
Code 3 response * May or may not rendezvous prior to

arriving

PLANNED NEED Planned incident arrival * The mutual aid resources within the
Normally not a code 3 time determines departure zone rotation schedule, respond and
Response time. Should be able to be and arrive at the incident with enough

En-route to rendezvous time to rest, brief and prepare the team,
Within 1 hour of request. prep the apparatus, and equipment for

the assignment.
* Usually will rendezvous before

departure and travel together.
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The Strike Team/Task Force leader reports to a Division/Group Supervisor and is
responsible for performing tactical assignments assigned to the Strike Team or Task
Force. The leader reports work progress, status of resources, maintains work records on
assigned personnel, and relays other important information to their supervisor.

 Review Common Responsibilities, Found in Chapter 1 or the Firescope “Field
Operations Guide”.

 Review assignments with subordinates, and assign tasks.
 Monitor work progress and make changes when necessary.
 Coordinate activities with adjacent strike teams, task forces and single resources.
 Travel to and from active assignments area with assigned resources.
 Retain control of assigned resources while in available or out-of-service status.
 Submit situation and resource status information to Division/Group Supervisor.
 Maintain Unit/activity log (ICS Form 214)

Strike Team Requirements

Personnel
Proper safety equipment is required for all members of any strike team. This
consists of full structural safety clothing and full wildland safety clothing.

Strike Team Leader Vehicle
The vehicle must be separate with mobile and portable radio capabilities on all
white and red nets, and full code three equipment. A cellular phone is
recommended.

Engines
Seating must be provided for all personnel. The engines must meet the equipment
and criteria requirements for the configuration of strike team each engine is part
of. The engine must have red net on its radio. It is recommended the engines be
configured also of same fuel type.

Strike Team Leader Kit
Each leader should carry at least the following for proper administration of his/her
duties.

 Maps and mileage charts
 Purchase orders or other financial documents (agency specified).
 Credit Cards.
 Timekeeping/Activity records
 Field Operations Guide ICS 420-1
 Strike Team Placards
 Personnel and equipment information sheets, including phone numbers

for emergency notification.
 Set of ICS 200 series forms.
 OES Forms
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Each individual strike team member or agency must provide for its personnel
needs (i.e., grab bay, feeding, fuel, repairs, financial or injury documents).

Extended Strike Team assignments can occur that require some preparation for
the period one would be gone. Below are some suggested items that have readily
Available in a grab bag:

 Toilet kit (toothbrush, shaver, soap, etc.)
 Medication (if needed)
 Aspirin
 Towel
 Hygiene supplies
 Undergarments
 Bathing suit/shorts
 Something cool to sleep in during the day
 Two sets of uniforms (class b)

Each Engine Company shall keep a Unit Log of their Assignment, Actions and
Major Events in addition to all reports and records required for normal activity.
A copy shall be supplied to their Strike Team Leader upon completion of each
Operational period.

Forms necessary for reimbursement shall be filled out and submitted through
Proper channels before demobilization.

Not withstanding specific MOU practices, relief of committed strike team crews
Are encouraged to adhere to the following:

 Personnel assigned to a Strike Team should plan on a 14 day assignment.
All relief’s that take place on the Strike Team will be run through the
Strike Team Leader. The Strike Team Leader can request early relief
through the Incident Commander. However, relief without written
permission of the Incident Commander is not reimbursable.

 Those persons requiring relief before the above criteria ( i.e., volunteers,
scheduled vacation, etc.) are required to notify their agency prior to
responding on a strike team.

 Strike Team Leaders are responsible to see that all engine operators are
rested adequately to ensure safe vehicle operation. Drivers that have been
awake for more than 17 hours, including work and travel time, and the
travel time upon release from the incident is more than 30 minutes, will
not be allowed to drive until they have obtained 8 hour rest.
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 ALL RELIEF WILL BE ARRANGED THROUGH THE STRIKE
TEAM LEADER following communications between himself/herself and
the home agency. If an agency representative is assigned, the position
could assist in the relief arrangement.

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR STRIKE TEAMS

1. No alcohol or illegal drugs will be transported or consumed at any time.

2. Normal radio procedures will be utilized. Radio traffic between units will be kept
to a minimum.

3. This in not a vacation.

4. Know whom you are working for.

5. Limit the procurement of equipment to what is needed.

6. All equipment issued at the incident must be returned before you are demobilized.
Theft of equipment is a crime.

7. Crews will maintain a state of readiness when not assigned.

8. While resources are unassigned, personnel shall conduct themselves in a
professional manner.

9. Maintain and wear all safety clothing.

10. Wear appropriate clothing that reflects your agency or as determined by the
incident.

11. Your actions are a reflection of your organization.

12. Do not enter any residence without the owner’s permission except to fight a fire in
that structure. Respect the property of the residents you are protecting.

13. If assigned to commercial lodging for off shift rest, know and comply with the
proper procedures and policies.
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DO AND DO NOT OF STRIKE TEAMS
DO NOT:

 DO NOT bring non-fire related equipment on engines (i.e.mattresses, etc) If it
doesn’t fit in the compartment, do not take it. You are responding to an
emergency.

 DO NOT have major repairs done on OES engines, without OES authorization.
You may have to pay the bill yourself. This includes tires and batteries. (Refer to
“Procedures and Policies - OES Engines”in the manual)

DO:

 DO be prepared to be unsupported for 24 hours

 DO provide staffing of three or four firefighters, safely belted in the cab of the
apparatus. All personnel must have full turnouts for structure fires, and all
required wildland personal protective equipment. All members will wear and use
PPE when appropriate.

 DO take a change of clothing, toothbrush, soap, towel, sleeping bag, and air
mattress. Rations should be carried on the engine for emergencies. Take cash,
credit cards and get receipts for all purchases. Do take an ice chest for crew, to be
stored in a compartment. A small portable radio/TV is permissible. Bring reading
material, camera, etc. (Caution: Lost or damaged personal items may not be
replaced or repaired by the incident.)

 DO notify your OES Operational Area and or Region Dispatch Center on a daily
basis.

 DO treat all firefighters, officers, and the public with respect.
 DO contact your fire department by phone once every 24 hours. The person in

charge of the engine should report to headquarters the following information:

1. Condition of personnel
2. Condition of equipment
3. Location - who or where you are assigned
4. Length of stay or assignment, if known
5. Relay messages to be passed on to families or staff

 DO call OES Fire and Rescue Branch Headquarters by phone 24 Hours at (916)
845-8911 (ask for Fire Duty Officer), if a mechanical problem occurs on the way
to or form an assignment. They will advise you how to handle the problem.
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Heartland Communication center will maintain the following:

Rotation of strike team leaders

Rotation of strike team engines


